Many animals produce and respond to signals made up of multiple components. For example, many avian sexual displays are highly extravagant combinations of visual and acoustic elements, and are described as being 'multicomponent'. One possible reason for the evolution of such complex signals is that they provide more reliable information for receivers. However, receivers also influence signal evolution in another important way, by how they perceive and process signals: signallers will be selected to produce signals that are more easily received. The potential role of receiver psychology in the evolution of multicomponent signals has not previously been considered; in this review I present psychological results that support the notion that two components are better received than one alone. Detection can be improved by producing two components together, thus reducing the reaction time, increasing the probability of detection and lowering the intensity at which detection occurs. Discriminability of multicomponent stimuli is also made easier through better recognition, faster discrimination learning and multidimensional generalization. In addition, multicomponent stimuli also improve associative learning. I show that multicomponency does indeed improve signal reception in receivers, although the benefits of producing components in two sensory modalities (bimodal multicomponent signals) may be larger and more robust than producing them in just one (unimodal multicomponent signals). This highlights the need for consideration of receiver psychology in the evolution of multicomponent signals, and suggests that where signal components do not appear to be informative, they may instead be performing an important psychological function.
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Despite this widespread occurrence across communication systems, most theoretical interest has focused upon explaining multicomponent sexual displays, exploring the conditions under which multiple handicaps or Fisherian traits might evolve (e.g. Møller & Pomiankowski 1993; Pomiankowski & Iwasa 1993; Iwasa & Pomiankowski 1994; Johnstone 1995 Johnstone , 1996 . However, although multiple reliable indicators have now been demonstrated in a nonsexual signalling system (chick begging: Kilner et al. 1999) , focusing purely on the honesty of signals, or their 'strategic' design, omits other selection pressures that enhance message transfer, that is, the 'tactical' design features of signals (Guilford & Dawkins 1991 , 1993 .
In this review I aim to redress this apparent imbalance by presenting data from laboratory studies demonstrating that two stimuli are more effective than one in eliciting responses from experimental subjects. Some of these studies present two stimuli that require the same response, mimicking the evolutionary scenario where a signaller sends redundant signals containing the same information (Zuk et al. 1992; Möller & Pomiankowski 1993) . Others show that an accessory noninformative stimulus can enhance performance to a focal informative
